
4/9/18 BNA Meeting Minutes 
7 pm @ Q Center 
 
Attendees: 

● Board: David de la Rocha, JP Castiaux, Katy Wolf, Kay Newell, Howard Patterson 
● Neighbors: Andrine de la Rocha 
● Guests: Jessica Rojas (NECN) 

 
 
Notes: 

● David is going to be going on an international work assignment from the end of April to 
July. 

● Per Jessica, King and Humboldt are working on district boundary cleanup. Katy had 
engaged King and Eliot last year to ask about boundary cleanup. Katy will follow up on 
this with the King and Humboldt Chairs. 

● David reached out to the President of the NAACP. They are in the process of a new 
office. David went to their grand opening. They have never had an office before. It’s in 
the second floor of the Lloyd Mall above Marshalls. Lots of political candidates were 
there. Pastor Modaine expressed interest in engaging with the BNA on social justice 
issues. He grew up in St. Louis and has a lot of interest in environmental justice and 
poverty, due to health impacts to his community from proximity to industrial areas. David 
will follow up with the Pastor in the fall. 

● David hasn’t yet followed up with the Rebuilding Center, which has a temporary 
Executive Director. 

● Kay shares some archive materials from the past - 2004 Boise Voice newspaper and 
2000 Mississippi Business Association directory. Kay recently learned some history from 
a visitor. Unthank Park used to have 13 homes. There was a recently built bowling alley 
in the 60s, and then a riot happened. There was a second white flight then. The Polish 
folks that had stuck around after 1945 left after the riot. Police broke up a protest and it 
turned into a riot. Kay remembers riots all over the country then. 

● David: White flight wasn’t just about white people not wanting to live with black people. 
The government did the red lining. An insurance rep would knock on a door and let the 
white family know their insurance would not be renewed, because it had been 
designated as a black neighborhood. There was collusion happening to get people to 
move to the suburbs. White people were pushed out. So the fear was that if you let a 
black family move into the neighborhood, the insurance rep would come knocking. 
Government and industry enflamed race tensions. 

● Kay: I moved 9 blocks into this neighborhood and my insurance kicked me out. They 
redlined me, even though I was white with a long history of insurance. If you wanted to 
buy here, you bought it with cash. I spent all my money on my house, and then found I 
couldn’t have insurance. Those policies are one of the biggest reasons this 
neighborhood degraded as bad as it did. This was happening across the country. 



● Priced Out - Timing? October? During the General Meeting. The original movie NE 
Passage showed BNA in a not so good light, but Kay says it wasn’t even the worst of it. 
This movie is an opportunity to talk about the potential and purpose of neighborhood 
associations. Karis is interested in being involved in suggesting panelists for a Q&A, Kay 
might like to be on it.  

○ What do we want to talk about? Housing equity. Changes in our neighborhood.  
○ Nikki is Karis’ cousin. We could ask her daughter if she wants to be on the panel. 
○ How would we promote it? Facebook event. Nextdoor. 
○ Hey Neighbor newspaper goes out Oct 1, deadline is September 4 for content. 
○ We’d hand out flyers and do an announcement for Movies in the Park. (We got 

Black Panther!) 
○ Katy will follow up with Cornelius and Q Center to schedule, and then let 

BNA members know so we can reach out to panelists. 
● Boise Eliot Native Grove update -  

○ Andrine: Earth Day event on Sat 21st 10-2 to install logs and things. Potentially a 
faerie flash mob. Installed flags from BEH School. They’re painting buckets to 
water the trees. Talked to BES, they said they would award $10K without need 
for a grant. They have restrictions which means they can buy stuff, but not labor. 
Maybe art and entertainment. They want them to spend it by June 30. Planning a 
planting in fall. Can buy the plants from the nursery, pickup in October. Looking 
for artists to do metal sign, and ceramic compass rose for center in willow dome. 
Reaching out to organizations. Looking for artists of color. (Jessica at NECN can 
suggest some folks.) Metro Nature in Neighborhoods invited them to submit a full 
application since they showed they have matching funding - $10K. Over 1,000 
hours of volunteer time has gone in so far. Getting free bees! EMSCWD did not 
award the PIC grant but will include them on their tour next year. There may also 
be an open house in the end of May with music, face painting, bubbles. May be a 
block party - PBOT is giving away free permits this year.  

○ David: Never seen a project where school children have so much ownership. 
○ Andrine: BEH school’s STEAM night will involve showing parents the Grove.  

● Saturday 21st 8:30 am - 12 noon SOLVE Litter Pickup at Stormbreaker Brewing. 
● David - A Land Use issue: Some things we’re seeing go up in R1 zones seem to be 

taking up 80% of the lot. R1 buildings are not supposed to take up more than 60% of the 
lot. 

○ JP: And there’s two smaller units in the back, which is 4 units total. I can get how 
this is solving supply side of housing crisis. On the other hand its insulting to 
neighborhood character and our equity objectives. These houses aren’t 
affordable. They’re half of a lot. And rented out to rich tourists. 

○ David: We’ve brought up issues where people are getting exceptions to the rules 
and we don’t know how or why. You would think that if there’s an exception, they 
would need to consult with the neighborhood association. 

○ JP: I want to know what’s going on.  



○ Jessica: I heard that neighborhood notices are changing. I’ve inquired with Laura 
at NECN land use. If you’re concerned, reach out to BDS to find out about 
neighborhood notices. 

○ David: I don’t think people feel very empowered. Or they don’t know about it until 
it’s going up. Will write email to LUTC and suggest to address in upcoming 
meeting. 

● Katy: Meet the Board Facebook series, like Eliot Neighborhood is doing. Will follow up 
to get little bios and photos from each board member, and will share on the 
Facebook page. 

● Howard: BES is going to do a sewer project in next few years. This will be pretty 
disruptive. To make it easier, they will be doing a lot of nice projects in the neighborhood.  

● Andrine: BES is doing a PBOT parklet on Mississippi this Saturday. Something with logs, 
will deliver some logs to Native Grove. 

● Karis: We got Black Panther for Friday August 24 at Unthank. Kairos and BEH School 
are aware. Karis will send the details and band name - funk/jazz. Will again connect 
them to local food vendors. 

● Karis: Serving on North/NE Community Development Initiative (CDI) committee. Working 
on Action Plan and working with Hill Block Committee. Trying to get the two to work 
together more. CDI wasn’t aware of Prosper Portland work, so had a lot of opposition 
because of the lack of communication. CDI has funding, but Hill Block has no funding. 
Legacy isn’t putting any money up. $50K of City budget is for planning. Hill Block could 
benefit from CDA funding and planning work. Both groups meet monthly in the 
neighborhood, provide childcare and food. 

● Good in the Hood - at King Park June 22- June 24. Parade will begin at Emanuel 
Hospital/Dawson Park and end at King. There will be an evening of celebration and 
recognition hosted by Commissioner Eudaly at City Hall on May 30. 

● Jessica - Lloyd will become a neighborhood association soon. NECN got mobile podcast 
equipment, Mischa Webley will roll that out soon. 


